
Data sheet

TextFlow 12

Textile tool rucksack, Type: 1

Order data

Order number 692210 1

GTIN 4067263125624

Item class 61G

Description

Version:
The new GARANT GreenPlus textile bags combine the best of 2 worlds: They impress with
their sustainability while being very comfortable to wear and offering outstanding ergonomics,
excellent durability, ideal access and optimum flexibility. They are produced according to the
comprehensive and strict standards of the bluesign® system, taking into account the needs of
people, the environment and resources. Help shape a more sustainable future. With optimised
padding system for even better ergonomics and comfort.
Textile tool backpack with 2 main compartments:
· One main compartment with 2 inside pockets, a robust tool board with 32 shaft pockets

and a lockable zip fastener.
· One main compartment with 2 separate, padded compartments for laptops up to 15

inches and tablets and a lockable zip fastener.
Front pocket on the backpack with mobile phone pocket and business card pocket, pen loops,
key holder and 2 storage compartments. Small front pocket with orange zip fastener. With
compression straps at the side to reduce the volume so that the weight can be carried as close
to the body as possible and to allow additional equipment to be attached to the outside.
Anatomically shaped shoulder strap and padded carrying handle. With ergonomic body-contact
back system and breast strap for perfect load distribution and optimally balanced, secure
seating. Splash−proof base with water edge and 4 stand feet. With elastic outer pockets and a
reflective strip for good visibility.
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TextFlow 12Material:
A combination of 420 denier nylon yarn and 200 denier polyester yarn, for impressive tear-
resistant and lightweight performance.

Technical description

Weight 2.3 kg

External dimension height 470 mm

External dimension width 220 mm

External dimension length 350 mm

Sustainability GARANT GreenPlus

Type of tool storage Shaft pockets

Type of product Tool transport system
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